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Epiftie

::
To His

Dedicatory.

GRACE ;

Uit
Í HE

serie
DUKE

of

ORMOND.

Muy it pleaſe rois Graq,
He General Complaint of the
want of Books of forcifica
tion in our Engliſh Tongue,
T
T
has encouraged me to Tranſlate
that of Monſieur Vauban :

To which I

was invited by the almoſt Univerſal Applauſe
it

has received

from

the

moſt

Judges. Nothing could bave

competent

emboldned me

to the Prefumption of this Addreſs,

but the

Good and Welfare of my Native Countrey,
by propofing your Grace to the Imitation of

IT

A2

Qur

The Epiſtle Dedicatory.
our Nobility and

Gentry,

which ſeems to be

the only Means for this Kingdom to recover

>

its Ancient Glory. I doubt not, but that brave
Example

mbich your Grace, continually ſets

to the whole Nation, will inſpire the Men of
Quality to come up to it, as near as poſſible :
Which, if they had always done,

Vauban

might without any great Detriment to us, have
been confin’d to the Territoriesof his Master.
That your Grace may ever proſper,

and 're

ceive the Honours due to ſo great Merits ;
as it is the greatest Good can be wiſhed you ,
fo it is no leſs the unfeigned Defire of,

May it pleafe your Grace,

Your Grace's moſt Obedient

and moſt humble Servant,

ABEL

SWALL .

THĘ

be

ver

THE

be
ets
PREFACE .

of
!:

n

JC
1.

His little Tract , which was chiefly de
ſign d by the Ingenious Author, for
T
the Uſe and Benefit of young Gen
tlemen and others, addicted to the Study of
this part of the Mathematicks, who have not
keiſure, or opportunity to read over the vaft

i

I

Syſtems

of Voluminous Writers, has deſer

vedly obtain d ſo great a Repute among the
Curious, that it is Tranſlated into ſeveral
Languages. It contains an exact Explication
of all the Terms that are attributed to Mathe.
matical Bodies ; and, in general, all that is ne
ceffary for the Theory and Practice of a good
Geometrician. Moreover, therein is exhibited
the true Menſuration of Heights, Lengths,
Planes,

Solids, and Concaves ; as alſo, the Sci

ence calld The Tranſmutation of Bodies; which
is the Subject of the firſt Part. " In the Second,
are explain'd the Rules that are obſerv'd by the
French Engineers at this day, in raiſing their
Works ; and at the fame time, are produced
the
A 3

The Preface.
the different Sentiments of the French among
themſelves, as to this Matter ; it is likewiſe
Thewn wherein

their

manner of Operation

differs from that of the Germans ,
Nations.

Laſtly, The

moſt

and other

clear and accu

rate Method ofFortification is plainly taught.
The Word Geometry, is derived from

the

Greek , zü, & uitgav ; importing , to meaſure
the Earth ; ſo that Geometry ( with reſpect to
its Etymology,) is nothing elſe but the Art of
meaſuring Land : yet in a larger,andmore pro
per Senſe,it isapplied to all ſorts ofDimenſions.
As for the Original of this Science, it is indeed
very uncertan; and it is believed by many,
that the Egyptians were the firſt Inyenters
thereof: For in regard that the River Nile
does every Year overfļow the Country of E

.
gypt; thoſe Inundations which generally over
threw , and confounded all the Land-Marks,
oblig'd the løhabitants to deviſe certain Mea
fures, by the means whereof, they might
be able to diſtinguish, and adjuſt the Limits
of theiț reſpective

Grounds from thofe

their Neighbours ,

when the

Waters

of

were

withdrawn :
And this Opinion is not altoge
ther to be rejected ; eſpecially if we conſider
that Mofes is generally reputed to have given
them the firſt Rudiments of this Art :

How .

ever ſince there were not very many Mer
who

The Preface.
who applied themſelves to the Study of good
Literature in thoſe early Ages of the World :
The Mathematicks, and Geometry in particu
lar, were,

as it were, lock'd up within the

Breast of ſome few Learned and Skilful Arrifts,
until the Time of Thales, who firſt publickly
profeſſed them in Greece; nevertheleſs the
Grecians were not ,
ting and improving the
diligent in promo
Noble Sciences, and
only taught them

privately ;

neither

was

there any one that undertook to thew theUle
fulneſs, and Neceſſity of this kind of Learning ,
until Euclid wrote his Elements ; which gave
occaſion to the Publiſhing or a great Number
of excellent Treatifes on this Subject , that
are now extant.
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An Advertiſement

to

the

Book-Binder.
11
NAre muß be taken, not to cut the
CE
Blank Paper on which the Plates are
wrought off ; by reaſon that the Figures muſt
be To placed as to fold out of the Book.

Zoe

There are Eight Figures which muſt be

placed at the End of the Treatiſe of Geometry,
immediately after theTable ; they are mar,
ked thus : Geom. Pl. 1, 2 , 3 , 4, 506, 7, 8.
3. The other Figures belong to the Fortifi
çation, and are to be placed at the End of the
Book , and

ſet in order as they are marked j

A, B , C , D , E , F , G, H, I, K, L , M , N , 9,
RR, S, T, V , W, X.
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I.

C H A P.

1.

S an Introduction to our Subject,

A

at our firſt entry , we ſhall begin
with the Definition of Geometry,

and the Explication of thoſe Termsthat are
hereafter to be made uſe of
Geometry is a Science which treats of
Magnitudes, and it is the principal part of
the Mathematicks.

1. Magnitude is a continued Quantity ,
which conſiſts either in Lines or Angles ,
in Surfaces or Bodies.
..
B

2, A

A New Treatiſe of Geometry.
2. A Line is a length without breadth ,
whole Extremities are called Points.
3. A Point is ſomething which cannot
be divided .

$
4 . A Line is right, crooked , or mixt :
a right Line is that which goes without
turnings from one Point to another.. A
crooked Line is that which goes off from
its bounds, by one or more turnings: and
a mixt Line is that which is part right and
part crooked .

5. A Surſace is length with breadth :
whoſe bounds are called Lines.
6. Theſe Lincs are either Parallel or
Oblique.

Parallel Lines are thoſe which

are every way equally diſtant from each
other.

Oblique Lines

are thoſe

which

meeting at a Point make an Angle.
3.It is called a right Angle when one of
the Lines is perpendicular upon the other.
It is called an Oblique Angle when one of
the Lines is not perpendicular upon the o
ther.

It is called a right-lined Angle when

it is made up of two right Lines.

It is

called a Curve-lined Angle ,when it is made
It is called a
up of two crooked Lines.
mixt Apgle when one of the Lines is right,
and the other curyld .
It is called an A
cute Angle when it is leſs than a right one.
+ And

1
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And it is called an Obruſe Angle, when it is
greater than a right Angle.
8.

A

Figure is a Magnitude bounded

by one or more Lines and Surfaces,where
of ſome are plain , fome folid .
9. A Circle is a plain Figure bounded
/

by

a Circumference ,

the middle Point

whereof is called the Center, from which
all right

Lines drawn to

the Circumfe

rence are equal.
10. A Diameter is a right Line, which
goes thro' the Center, and touchesthe Cir
cumference in two Points.
II . A Semi-Circle is the half of an En
tire Circle.

12.

An Oval is a plain Figure bounded

by its own Circumference, within which no
Point can be taken from which all right
Lines drawn to the Circumference can be
equal.
13. A Triangle may be conſidered ei

ther with reſpect to its Sides, or its Angles :
in reſpect to its Sides, it is either an Equi
lateral, which has three equal Sides : or
an Iſoſceles, which has two Sides only e
qual : whoſe third is called the Baſe : or a
Scalene, which has three unequal ſides : in
reſpect of its Angles,

it is either right-an

gled, which has one right Angle :
B2

or A
cute

A New Treatiſe of Geometry.
4
cüte-angled , which has three acute Angles:
or Obtuſe -angled , which has one Obtufe

and two Acute Angles. _ One of the Lines
right-angled

in a
Bale :

Triangle is called the

the ſecond the Perpendicular : and

..!
the third the Hypothenulat
14. ' A Parallelogram is a Figure which
has four Sides , and four Angles : and it is
- either equilateral which has tour equal ſides,
or in -equilateral whoſe ſides are unequal.
15. An equilateral Parallelogram has
either right -Angles, as a Square or Oblique
Angles , as a Rhombus.
m
16 . An in -equilateral Parallelogra has
-"

either right-Angles as a rectangled Paralle
which is likewiſe called a long
logram :
ſquare; or not, and then it is a Rhomboid :
every other ſquare Figure is called a Tra
pezium .
17. A Tetraëdron is a ſolid Figure, or

a

Body

which is bounded by four equal

Triangles .
18. A Pyramid , " is a Body bounded by
ral
feve
Triangles, which making one Sur
face for a Bafe, meet all in one Point.
19 : A Priſm is a Body which has two

Bales, equal and parallel each to other.!
*** 20. A Parallelepiped is a Body bounded
by fix Parallelograms,

yhercof ' the'two
opp
•
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oppoſite ones are always equal and parallel.
21. A Trapezium is a Body bounded by
plain Surfaces, which from neither a Priſm ,
nor a Parallelepiped.
22: A Cone is a Body made by the turn
ing of a right-angled Triangle round a Cir
cle,

the angular Point of the right angle
being fixed in the Center.

23. A Cylinder is a Body made by the
turning of a right-angled Parallelogram
round two Circles one at the top,the other
at the bottom
24 : A Cube is a Body bounded by ſix
Squares.
25.

An O &taëdron , is a Body bounded

by eight equal and equilateral Triangles.
26. A Dodecaëdron is a Body bounded
by twelve equal and equilateral Pentagons,
27. An Icofaëdron isa Body bounded by
twenty equal and equilateral Triangles.
28. A Pentaệdral Priſin is a Body bound
ed by three rightrangled Parallelograms,
baving two equilateral Triangles
Baſes . :

for its

29. A Rhomb is a Body bounded by ſix
equilateral Oblique-angled Squares.
30. A Rhomboid is a Body bounded by 4
Oblique-angled Parallelograms,having two
Oblique-angled equilateral Squares for their
Bales.

B

3

CHAP.
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Iris

P.

CHA

To know

how

following

II. ,

Figures are made,

the

Problems must be exa

mined .
PROBLEMS.
1. To draw a Line parallel to a given Line.
Ark upon the given Line any two

M

points A B where you pleaſe, and

by them draw two Arches E F, in draw
ing a right Line by
Parallel.

E F you have your

II. From the point G ,

to a given Line H

to draw a parallel

1.

1. Draw an Arch from the point G,
which touches the given Line only in K.
3.2. With the diſtance G

K, draw ano

ther Arch upon the given Line M N.
2. 3. The Line drawn by G N ſhall be
parallel to the given Line H I.

III. To

)

A New Treatiſe of Geometry .
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1. To raiſe Perpendicular on a given Line,
from a given point.

1. Take

a

diftance from

the given

point (what you pleafe ) to the right, as
- A B.
2. Take the fame diſtance to the left,
as AC .
3 . Take B C and draw . two Arches
which interfect each other at D. i
4. Joyn D and A together, and you
will have your Perpendicular.

IV. To raiſe a Perpendicular at the end of
A given Line Å B.

1. Draw a Circle to the point B, from
the center C , which may betaken at plea
fure.
1. 2. From the point D, wliere the Circle
cuts the

given Line, draw a right Line
through the Center C, till it touches the
Circle
on the other ſide, as at E.
3. Joyn E and B together, and you will
have your Perpendicular.
1

B

4

V. From

8
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V. From a given point G, to let fall a Pere

pendicular upon a given Line.

1.

Draw an Arch from

the point. G,

which may cut the given I ine in two
.
places, as Ć D.
2. From C D draw two Arches under
the Line which ſhall interfect each other
at E.

3. Joyn

E

and G together, and you:

will have your Perpendicular G F.

VI . To divide a given Line into two

e

qual parts.

1. From the points A B draw two
Arches which ſhall interfect above the
given Line at C, and below it at D.

2.

Joyn C and D together, and you

ſhall have your Line cut into two equal
parts.

VII. To divide å Line A B into feveral e
qual parts .

1. Draw C D a Line at pleaſure, and
mark as many parts as the given Line AB
ouglit to have ; fix for Example, upon this
Line as CE.
2. Take
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Take CE and draw two Arches which

may interfect in F.

i

3. Draw all theſe fix parts in F.
4.

Take

the given Line A B, and lay it

upon the Lines F E and FC, as G
5. Joyn

G

H

together, you

H.
will

have

your given Line A B divided into ſix equal
Ciwi (

parts.

VIII. To deſcribe an-Angle equal to an Angle
given.

2

į . Let the given Angle be B AC .
2. Draw the Arch A DE.
3. Draw a Line I L,

and upon this Line

an Arch with the diſtance A D, as FG.
4. Set the diſtance D E

upon the Arch

F G , as FH .
5. Draw a right Line from the point I to
·
the point H , which willmake an Angle' er
qual to the given Angle.

ix . To divide an

Angle into two equal parts.

: 1. Let the given Angle be BAC draw
the Arch ADE.

fi

2. From the points D E draw two Ar.
ches which ſhall interſect each other at F.

3. The Line drawn from

Fito A will cut

the Angle into two equab parts.
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sóló
X. To

draw a Circle through three given

points ABC, or to find the Center

of a

given Circle, or to finiſh a Circle when
there is but one part given.

amido

I With the points A B, make two Ar
ches which ſhall interſect at D above, and at
E below the given points.
s 2. Draw a right Line from
to G.

the point D

3 . Do the ſame thing with B C, ſo that
they may interfect in FG .
4. Draw anotherright Line frora Fito G ,
and there where this Line interſects the firſt,
as for inſtance at G , you will find the Cena
ter, by which

you

may

draw the Circle

through the three given points.

XI.

To make a Circle two, three,or four times

bigger than the given one ,&c. " .
1. Divide the given Circle into four equal
parts ABCD, with the Center mark'd at E.
2. Take the diſtance A B and put it from
E upon the Perpendicular, as E F, and with
this diſtance draw a Circle,

as big again as

that given.
3. To make a Circle twice as big, take
A É , and put it from E upon the firſt Per
pendi
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pendicular, as E G, and the diftance EG will
be the Semi- diameter of the demanded Circle.

4. To make a Circle thrice as big , put
the diſtance A G upon the fame Perpendicu
lar, as E H , and the diftance EH will be the
Semi- diameter of the demanded Circle. Thurs
you may enlarge a Circle for ever.
2 :1

XIF. To make an Oval.

1. Draw a Line, and thereupon the Circle
B A C.
2. From C draw
B , as CBD .

another Circle through

3. Take care that theſe two Circles inter
ſect each other , as in E F.
4. From the point of interſection E, draw
right lines through B C, which ſhalt touch
the two Circles in GH.
5. From the point E, draw an Arch from
G to the point H.
16. Keep this diftance , and do the fame
thing from the other point of interſection F,
as I X, and fo your Oval will be complcat.

XHI. To draw a Spiral Line.

11. Upon a ftraight Line, draw the Arch
ABC .

2. Take
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2. Take B C , and fixing one point of the
Compaſs upon B, draw from the point C
another Arch,
Line in D.

which ſhall touch the ſame
:.

Take the firſt Center A, and draw a.;
3.
nother Arch from D , that Thall touch the
line in E.
4. Return to the point B , and from it as
her
Arch to F.
from E anot

a Center draw

5. Take A as a Center, and draw an Arch
from F to G ; and to op for ever.

XIV: To divide a Circle into 360 equal parts.

1. Divide a Circle into four equal parts ,
as ABCD, whoſe Center is E..

2. From A thro? E draw the Arch FG ;
ſo allo draw from B the Arch I H , and from
C

draw the third KL ; and at laſt from D

draw the laſt Arch MN.
3. Having by theſe Arches divided

the

Circle into twelve equal parts, afterwardsdi
vide every one of theſe twelve into three o
ther equal parts,

and then

you will

have

thirty ſix equal
parts.
Divide afterwards
4
thirty

ſix

into ten

equal

parts, and your

hundredand
Gircle will be divided into three
OEA
ſixty equal parts .
XV . TO
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XV. To make an Equilateral Triangle ,

Take a given
two

points draw

line A B, and from thoſe
two Arches

interſect at C ; from C draw

which

ſhall

two right lines

to A and B ; theſe will make an Equilateral
Triangle.

XVI. To make a Triangle equal to a
One..

1. Let the

given

Triangle

given

be A B C ,

draw a line at pleaſure, and mark thereup
on the length A B, as D E. ?
2. Take the diſtance B C , and from the
m
point E draw an Arch .
.
D
C
and from
A
,
diſtance
the
Take
3.
- draw another Arch which ſhall interfect the
firſt at F.
4. Joyn F E and F D together,

you will

have a Triangle equal to the given one A
BC.

XVII.

To divide a Triangle
equal parts.

into ſeveral

jf : 1. Let A BC be the Triangle to be divi
ded into five other

Triangles :

firſt divide

the longeſt fide BC into five equal parts, ſo
that

14
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that the fifth part,

marked at

D may be

joyned to A.
2. Divide the longeſt of the two other
ſides into four equalparts,and let one of them
marked G be joyned to D.
3. Divide the remaining part DC into
three equal parts, and joyn that marked F
by a right Line to G.
4: Divide the remainder GC into two e
qual parts , and joyn, tha
that marked E by a
right Line with F. So you may have five

equal Triangles : viz. ABD , ADG , GDF,
GFE, and EFC .

XVIII .

To make a Square.

1. Take the Line A B , and raiſe a Perpen
dicular upon B, of the ſameheight as BC .
2. With the fame diſtance make two Ar
ches from A and C which ſhall interſect at D.
3. Joyn DA , and DC by righit Lines : and
you will have a Square.

XIX . To make a Parallelogram .
1. Draw a long Line A B ,

and upon B

raiſe a ſmall Perpendicular B C.
2. Take the diſtance BC and by thepoint
A draw an Arch.
W : 3. Onbemore take the Line A B , and by
the

A New
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the Point C make an Arch which thall inter
fact the other at E- ; joyn Eto A and 6 and
you will have this Parallelogram . .

XX

To draw a Pentagon of equal
without a Circle ..

297

Angles

1. Draw a lang LineAB, and mark upon
it the diſtance AC . La su

2. Raiſe a Perpendicular upon C , equal to
A C , as CD .
Od 2007 Toni
3. Divide the Line AC into two equal
parts, as A E , EC .

4 Set the Point of the Compaſs upon E ;
and with the other Point draw an Arch from
D , which ſhall touch the given Line at F.
5. By the Points A , C , and the diſtance
A

F, draw

two Arches interſecting at G.

: 6, Take only the diſtance A, C , and by
the Points G, A , draw two Arches interſect
ing each other in I : ſo likewiſe, by the Points
G , C , draw two other Arches which ſhall in
terfect each other in K. ,
17: Joyn AI, IG , GK , and K C together
by right Lines, and you have your Pentagon.

XXI.

To make a right-lined Triangle.equal

to A Circle given .
1. Divide the Diameter of A B the given
Circle into ſeven equal parts.
2a
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2.

Raiſe a Perpendicular upon B three

times as long as the Diameter A B , and a lo
venth part over, as B C.
3. Draw a right Line from C to D the

Center of the given

Circle, and that gives

you the Triangle.

XXII. Tofind the circumference of a Circle,
having only the Diameter.

This Problem muſt be wrought after tlie
ſame manner as the foregoing one.

I

XXIII. To make a

Square equal to a given
Circle.

$ . 1. Divide the

Diameter A B into ſeven

equal parts.
2. Double this Diameter, and add a fe .
venth part of itſelf to it, as A C.
Divide the firſt Diameter A B intotwo
3.
equal parts, as A D.
4. Divide the Line DC into two equal
parts, and taking the middle Point E , draw
2
arch , as D FC .
from D. to Can
5. Raiſe a Perpendicular upon E to touch
the Circle in F : this Line E F ſhall be a ſide
of the required Square : the reſt is wrought
by the eighteenth Problem .

XXIV .
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XXIV . To make one Square equal to two.

1. Let one of the given Squares be A B
CD, and the other EFGH .
2. Joyn them both, ſo that the ſides BC ,
F E , may make one right Line C B E.

3. Joyn A to E , and raiſe a Perpendicu
lar
upon E of the fame length , as E K.
4. Keep the ſame length, and from the
points K A, make two Arches to interſect
in I.

5. Joyn ' K I and I A , and your
will be made.

Square

XXV. To make a Square equal to a Paralleló

gram .

Let the given Parallelogram be A B CD.
1. Lengthen the Baſe D 6, arid add to it

the other lide of the Parallelogram B C, as
СЕ.
2.

Divide the diſtance

D É into two e .

qual

parts, and from the middle point F
draw an Arch, from D towards E.
3. Raiſe a Perpendicular upon C to touch
the Arch in G ; this will be a ſide of the re
quired Square; ſet it upon the firſt length

ned Line, and you will have another ſide, as
CI.

4. Keep

18
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4. Keep the ſame diſtance, and from the
points GÌ, make two Arches to interfect in
H ; joyn I G H , and H I together, and your
Square will be made .

XXVI . To make a Square two, three, or four
times greater than it is.

Let the given Square be A B C D.
1. Lengthen the ſide A B, and take the
diſtance BD, and ſet it upon the lengthen
ed ſide A B, as AE, and it will be a ſide of a
Square double to that given at firſt.
2. Afterwards obſerve what was ſaid a .
bove in the Eleventh Problem .

XXVII. To make an Equilateral Right An
( gled Square equal to an Oblique Angled Pa

rallelogram Ā B C D.

1. From the points A B let fall Perpendi
culars to the lower Line, as A E, and joyn it
afterwards to the Perpendicular B, as BF.
2. And when you have the right angled
Parallelogram A EBF, work on by the twen
ty fifth Problem .

CITY
2.PDP
і XXVIH . TO
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XXVII .

To make a right Angled Square e
qual to the Rhomb ABCD .: !!

1. From the points B C , let fall Perpen
diculars upon the Line, and let the diſtance
B E , upon the other point C as CF.
2. Joyn EF together, and the ſides BC
EF . will make a right angled Square equal
to a given Rhomb.
CC . !!
15509
riti i fungh: 7
XXIX . To make an Equilateral Right An
gled Square equal to the Triangle ABC
brs20011997 ,

1. Lengthen the Bafę CB, and divide the
fame Baſe into two equal parts, as CD,
B
D
: IT -;'1 months , I ods .
2. From the point B let fall a Perpendi
eular equal to B D , as B F. 1
3. Lengtheni B F upwards, and from the
point A draw a Parallel to the Baſe C, B,
which ſhall cut the lengthened Line BF in
E.
èo 4. Divide

the diſtance FE into

two e

qual parts, and from G the middle point
draw an Arch from E to F ; and from the
point H , where this Arch touclies the firſt
lengthened Line C B to B ſhall be the firſt
fide of the Square, whichi laid upon the Line
BE, will give another ſide BIs afterwards

C 2

from
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ſhall interſect each other in K ; and joyn H
K and K I together, and your Square will be
made .
XXX. To make a Parallelograns equal to a
given Triangle

ABC

1. Divide the Bafe AB into two equal
cor
parts, as AD, D B.
de
o
equal
the ſide C B into tw
2. Divi

parts , as BE, E C.
is
3. Draw a right Line from D to E, what
length you pleale, and take the diſtance DE,
and ſet it from the point E , to lengthen it,
Long Diinji suci
SEO
as EF. ;
4. Take DF , and from the point B make
an Arch .
5. Take D B, and from E

interfect . this

! tuOzo
6. Joyn F G and G B together, and your

Arcli in G.

24,5 *

Parallelogram

will be made.
3

XXXI . To make a Parallelogram equal to a

right Angled Square ABC D.
C.
1. Lengthen the

ſide of the Square A B,

adding double its own length to it, as B F.
2 : Divide the ſide of the Square B C into
rivo equal parts, as BE, E C.
3. Take

21
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3. Take B F, and from the point E make
an Arch .

4. Take B E and interſect this Arch from
the point F in G.
5. Afterwards. joyn E G and G

F toge

ther, and you have the Parallelogram re
quired

XXXII . To make a right lined Figure equal
to a Figure given.

Let the given Figure be A B C D E.
1. Take any one of the points, which you
pleale, A for inſtance :
2. From A

make as many Triangles as

there are oppoſite Angles in the Figures A
BC , ACD , A DE.
3 . Then take a Line at pleaſure, of the
length of A B, as FG .

4

From the

point G, with the diſtance

BC , make an Arch .
5. With the diſtance
Arch,
ther.

from F in H ,

A C interfect this

and joyn G H

toge

6. From the point H , with the diſtance
CD

make another Arch, and interfect it
from F in I, with the diſtance A D, and this
muſt be joyned to H.
7. Take A E, and from this point F make
the laſt Arch ; interſect it from I in K , with
the
C3
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the diſtance D E, and joyn it with IF : ſo the
Figure F GHIK, will be equal to the given
Figure.

CHA P.

Of

II .

!

BODIES .

PROBLEMS.
I.

To make an equilateral Tetraëdron.

I.

Ake an equilateral Triangle ABC .
MA2. Place another equilateral Trian
gle upon every fide, as ABE, BCD , & ACF,
and your Tetraëdron is made.

II . To make a Cube.

1. Make an equilateral right- angled Square
ABCD.
2. Upon every ſide place another Square
equal to the firſt, as ABEF, BCGH, DCIK ,
ADLM .
3. Joyn EF, GH , IK , and LMtogether by
right Lines .
4. Place another Square equal to the reſt
upon one of theſe four, as RINO , and the
Cube will be made.

HI. TO
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III. To make a Parallelipiped.

1. Make a Parallelogram ABCD , and
lengthen the ſides A C, BD, above and be.
low .
2. Mark any diſtance above AB you pleaſe,
as AE, BF ; and mark the ſame under CD
as CG , DH , then joyn E, F, and G, H , toge
ther.
3. Above EF, mark the diſtance AC or
BD , at I and K : and joyn I , K , together.
4. Lengthen EF and AB ; upon the leng
thened Lines mark the diſtance AC, or BD,
as FL, BM, EN and AO .

5. Joyn L and M , N and O, together, and
your Parallelipiped will be made.

IV. To make a Cylinder.

1. Make a long Square ABCD.
Divide AB into twenty two

2.

cqual

parts.

3.Upon what Point you pleaſe raiſe a Per
pendiculır,

of the length of leven of theſe

twenty two parts, as F.G.
4. Upon the Line DC mark the diſtance
FB, as DH
5. Let fall a Perpendicular from H of the
.
length of FG as HI

C4

6. Di
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6. Divide FG and HI
parts :

into

two equal

and from their middle Points draw

Circles

and the Cylinder will be made.

V. To make a Cone.

1.

From the Point

A taken at pleaſure

draw an Arch .

2. Divide it into twenty two equal parts ;
and joyn the Extremities G, H , with A.
3. Let fall a Perpendicular where you
pleaſe from the Arch , equal to feyen of thoſe
parts as BC .
4 . Divide BC into two equal parts : from
its middle point, draw a Circle, which ſhall
be a Baſe of a Cone made upon the Arch
GH.

VI . To make a l'entaëdral Priſm .

· 1. Make
ABCD.

a

right-angled Parallelogram

2. Divide AB and CD into three equal
parts, as AE, EF, F B, and CG, GH, H D.

3. Joyn
Lines

EG

and FH together by right

4. From E, and F make two Arches to in
terſect in I, and joyn IE, and IF together.
5.

Upon GH make an equilateral Tri

angle K ,and your Priſm will be made.
VII. TO
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VII. To make an Octaëdron.

1. Upon one Line make three equilateri
al Triangles, as ABC , B DE, and DFG .

2. Lengthen the Line CG ; and mark
upon the lengthened Line the diſtance EG,
as GH.
3. Joyn H , F together, and with the ſame
diſtance from D, F , make 2 Arches to inter
fect at K, and from C , E , two others to in
terfect at I.
4. Joyn CI and IE together, as alſo DK
and FK, and the Octaëdron will be finiſhed .

VIII. To make a Dodecaëdron.

1. Make a regular Pentagon ABCDE :
the Center whereof may be F.
2. Take the diſtance AF,

and therewith

from every ſide draw two Arches mutually
interfecting, as ABG, BCH , CDI , DEK,
and EAL.
3. From the Points G , H, I, K, L, with
the diſtance AB, deſcribe five Circles, and
divide each of them into five equal parts :
and you will have five other equalPentagons
about your firſt.

4. With the diſtance HM

or H N from

M and N draw two Arches to interfect each
other
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other in O :

from this Point, by the ſame

diſtance,draw.another Circle thro’Nand M ,
and divide it as you did the otherinto five
equal parts, and as M , N , P, Q , R, and there
joyn them
5.

alltogether.

Take the diſtance ON, and from

P,

and Q draw two arches to interfect each o
ther in S : which is a Center from whence
2 Circle shallbe drawn thro? PQ , which
fhall afterwards be divided into five equal
parts, QP ,PW, WU, UT, and TQ.
6. Repeat the ſame operation upon TQ,
,
, and W
and
.

IX . To make an Icoſaèdron ..
1. Make five equilateral Triangles upon
the fame Line, as ABC, BDE, DFG , FHI ,
and HKL .
2. From the Points AC make two arches
which ſhall interfect each other in M.
3. Joyn A Mand ML together by right
Lines.

4. Upon MC raiſe the equilateral Trian
gle N , upon CE, O ; upon EG , P : upon
GI,

Q , and laſtly upon IL , R.

5. Repeat the ſame operation upon their
Baſes :

for inſtance, ſet the equilateral Tri
$ upon AB ; the Triangle T upon

BD ;

A New
BD ;
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Triangle U upon DF ; W upon

FH ; and at laft the Triangle X upon HK :
which will finish the Icofaëdron .

X. To make a ſolid Rhomb.

1. Upon the ſame Line make four equila
teral Triangles. GIM, IKN , KLO, LHP.

2. Joyn M , P together by a right Line :
as alſo GM, IN, KN, LO and H.P.
Add to the Line NI its own tength

beyond it, as I Q.
4.

Add to the Line OK double its own

length , as KR, RS.
5. Joyn R l'and S Q together.
6. Add to the Line IR its own length be
yond it as RT : do the ſame toNK, asKU :
then joyn U, T , together, and your folid
Rhomb is made.

XI. To make a folid Rhomboid .
1. Make an equilateral Triangle ABC ,
and from B C another D.
2. Add to the Line

CD

twice its own

length, as DE, EF.
3. Add to D B its own length , as BG .
4. Add to CB thrice its own length , as

BH, HI, IK
5. With the diſtance I В
G make an arch .

from

the point
6. Make
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6. Make another arch with the diſtance

B G

from

which ſhall interſect the firſt at .

L , and joyn G, L and L , I by right Lines.
7. Add to GH thrice its own length ;

HM , MO , & OP,and joyn MandĮtogether.
8. From K , and M draw two Arches to
interſect at N,

and joyn K N, NM,

OE, and PF together :
will be finiſhed .

MD,

and the Rhomboid

XII. To make a Polyëdron whoſe Baſe may be
a Pentagon.
1. Make a Square ABCD :

and divide

AB. and C D into five equal parts, as CE,
EF , FG , GA, HD ;
L M, and MB.

as alſo AI,

IK , KL,

2. Joyn ,El, and F K, and G L, and HM ,
and DB together.
3. Divide one part of each of theſe Lines
into twenty two equal parts : as FG and KL,
4. Divide one of thoſe twenty two parts
into three other equal parts.
5. Take
parts, and

eighteen of theſe twenty two
of one more , as F N , and KO ;

and draw two arches from K,L, as alſo from
F, G , which ſhall interſect in P and Q : from
P , and Q as Centers draw two Circles,which
being divided

into five equal parts by the

diſtances F G and KL
compleated.

your Figure will be
CHAP
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IV .

. 1 .
Of PIRAMIDs
S.
PROBLEMS .
I. To make a Triangular Pyramid .

"Rom the point A taken at pleaſure draw

.FR
an arch, which divide into three equal
parts , BC, CD and DE.
2. Joyn AB, AC , AD and AE with right
Lines; as allo BC, CD, and D E with other
right Lines.
3. From the points C, D, with the diſtance
CD, draw -two Arches to interfect in F.
4. Joyn CF and DF, and the Pyramid will
be compleated .
II. To make a Pyramid with an equilateral
Square for its Baſe.
1.

From the point A draw an Arch : di

vide it into four equal parts, BC, CD , DE,
and EF,which are to be joyned together by
right Lines, as alſo AB , AF,AC ,AD , and AE
2.

From the point C , let fall a Perpendi

çular equal to CD, as CG.
3. With the diſtance CG from G , D ,draw

two Articles to interſec each other in H.
4.
Joyn HG and DH together by right lines
and you have the required Pyramid,
III.
)
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JII. To make a Pyramid whoſe Baſe is a Paral
lelogram . V
1.

From

the point A draw

a circle, in

which firſt mark a larger arch , as BC, then
a ſmaller one, as CD, then mark a third arch
(DE ) equal to the firſt, and a fourth ( E F )
equal to the ſecond.

2.

Joyn AB, AC,AD, A E , A F, as allo

BC, CD, DE, E F by right'lines.
3. From C let fall -a -Perpendicular equal
to CD , as CG .

4. Take the diſtance C G , and from B
draw an arch .
: 5 . Take the diſtance B C , and from G
draw another arch to interſect the firſt in
H ; joyn B H and H - G
Problem is finiſhed .

together, and the
در
۲۱

IV . To make a Pyramid with an Equilateral
Pentagon for its Baſe.
1. Draw an arch from A , which divide
into five equal parts, BC, CD, DE, E F ,
FG .
2. Joyn

them all to

A , and one to ano

ther, B to C, C to D, D to E, E to F, F to G ,
by right lines.

3. Divide one of theſe five parts, as DE,
into twenty two equal parts, and one of them
into three .
4 Take
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4 Take eighteen of thetwentytwoparts,
and two of the three littleparts, and from
the points DE, make two arches to interfect
eachother in H , which is the Center, from
whence you are todraw a cirtle bigenough
to be divided into five parts, equal to the
diſtance D E.

When

you have this Penta

gon for a Bafe, the work is done.
100159
011300
v.

seriji

To make a Pyramid, which that have an
Equilateral Hexagon for a Bafe! Sisusta

1. Draw an arch from A , and divide it
into fix equal parts, B , C, D , E, F, G ,L .
+
2. Joyn them to the center A , as alſo B to
C , C to D , D to E , E to F , R tô G , G to l.

3. Také one of theſe ſıx parts (DE ) and
from D and E make twoarches to interfeci
in H.
4. From H - draw a
be divided into

circle big enough to

fix parts equal to DECY

5. Having this Hexagon as a Baſe for the
Pyramid , the Problem 'is wrought. T. .
bris: 21196 limosis
in

VI. Tomake a Pyramid with a Heptagor for
its Bafe.
olari
From A drawan arch, and divide into
leven equal parts,B ,C D , E ,EG,H.
1.

7 Joyn them to A, and allo Btoc,Cto
B , D to E, E to H , H to G ,Gto F, Fto I, by
right lines.
3. Divide
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3. Divide one of theſe parts, FG for in
ſeance, into ſeven equal parts, and then one
of theſe ſeven into

eight more ; then take

eight of the larger parts, and the half of a
little one, and with that diſtance froni the
points

F G , make two arches to interfect

each other in K ; for which as a center draw
a circle thro' F G, which muſt be divided in
to ſeven parts equal to Å G, which when
joyned together, will ſerve for a Baſe of the
Pyramid required.

VII. To make a Pyramid with

an Octagoni

for its Bafe.

1. From A draw an arch , divide it into
eight equal parts, B , C , D , E , H , I, F , G,
joyn theſe points one to another, and alſo to
A by right lines.
2. Divide one of theſe parts, as F G, into
ſeven equal parts, and one of theſe ſeven ins
to ſeven others.
.

3. Take nine of the larger, and one and
a half of the ſmaller parts, and with that
diſtance from F and G , make two arches to
interſect each other in K.
4. From K thro'F G draw a circle, divide
it into eight parts equal to F G , and then
joyn them by right lines : fo you'll have an
Otagontobe a Bafe to the Pyramid 'requir’d,

VIII. TO
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VIII. To make a Pyramid with an Enneagon
for its Baſe.

1. From A draw an arch ,

and divide ić

into nine equal parts, B , C, D , E , F, G , H, I ,
K ; joyn tlieſe together,
right lines.

and with

A

by

2. Divide any one of theſe parts , as KM ,
into ſeven equal parts, and one of them into
ſeven more .
3 : Take ten of the former, and two of
the latter, and from the points K M make
two arches to interſect each other in L ,
with the length of thoſe parts,
diſtance.

as a given

4. From L draw a circle thro' KM, which
inuſt be divided into nine parts equal to K
M ; joyn theſe together by right lines : fo
you have the Enneagon which was wanted
for a Baſe for the Pyramid required.

IX . To make a Pyramid with a Decágon for
its Baſe.

I. From A draw an arch,

whichi divide

into ten equal parts, to be joyned to each o
ther, and to A , as B, C, D, E, F, G, H , I, K, L.
2. Divide one of theſe ten parts into ſea
ven, and one of theſe ſeven into eight more.
D
3. Take
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3. Take eleven of the former, and two
and a half of the latter , and with that di
ſtance from IK , draw two arches which ſhall

+

interſect each other in M.
From M draw 'a circle thro’I K, which
4.
divide into ten parts equalto I K , and there
will be a Decagon for a Bafe to the Pyramid.

X. To make a Pyramid with an Endecagon

for its Baſe.
1. From A draw an arch, and divide it
into eleven equal parts, to be joyned each
to other , and all to A , as B , C, D, E, F, G ,
H , I, K , L , M.
2. Divide one of them (F G) into ſeven
equal parts, and one of theſe feven into re
ven more.
3. Take twelve of the former, and one
and a half of the latter, for a diſtance ,where
by from F G to draw arches which ſhall in
terſect each other in N.

4. From N draw a circle thro' F G ,which
may be divided into eleven parts equal to F
G , joyn them together, and you have the
Baſe of the required Pyramid.

XI. To

2
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XI. To make a Pyramid with a Dodecagon

for its Bafe.

1. From A draw an arch , which divide
into twelve equal parts, which are to be
joyned to A, and each to other by right
lines, as B , C, D , E , F, G , H , I, K , L, M ,
N.
2. Divide any one ( FG ) into ſeven e
qual parts, and one of theſe ſeven into fe
ven others.
3 . Take thirteen of the former, and one
and a half of the latter , for a diſtance where

by from F G to draw two arches which ſhall
interſect each other in O.
4 . From O draw a circle thro ' F G, and
divide into twelve parts equal to FG, which

when joyned by right lines, will give a Baſe
of the Pyramid that was required.
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II .

S all Rivers have their particular Bran
ches , and every general Science its

A
Diviſions, and its Parts ; ſo Geometry, ge
nerally taken , is the Mother of ſeveral other
Arts and Sciences , whereof we ſhall treat
1

in this Second Part.
Theſe are , Meaſuring
of Heights ,of Diſtances, of Plains, of Solids,
of Concaves,

and the turning of oné Body

into another .

C'H

A

P.

I.

1

of Meaſuring of Heights.

Eaſuring of Heights is a Science which
ſhews how they are to be meaſured :
M
becauſe there are ſeveral Inſtruments
But
as a Quadrant, a Panto
metre , an Aſtrolabe, a Jacob's Staff, &c.
We ſhall at preſent only make uſe of the

for that

purpoſe ,

Aſtrolabe, becauſe it is the ſureſt and the
and we ſhall know how
moſt convenient
it is to be uſed by the following Problems.
PROBLEMS .

5.
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PROBLEMS.
1.

To take the Vertical Height of any thing ,
wben you can come to the bottom .

Let the height of a Tower A B be to be
meaſured .
1. Draw a right Line as you pleaſe from
the point A, as A C.
2. Meaſure the Line AC with your Scale ,

or your Chain , of 26 Feèt for inſtance.
3. Set the Staff, upon which the Altro
labe is Horizontally faſtned, upon C , fo chat
by the fixed Sights, one may ſee the Line
ČA , from one end to the other, as far as
the Tower, and that by the two other mo
vable ſights the point B, which marks the
height of the Tower, may alſo be ſeen .
4: When the Inſtrument is thus fixed.com
pute whether the Angle CDE be 40 degrees.
5. Then draw

upon Paper a right Line

of the length of A C , as FG : But this muſt
be done by a ſmall Scale made upon the Pa
per, or by a Scale of Wood or Latten : Af
terwards erect a Perpendicular upon G.
6. Take the Reporter [ the French word
is Rapporteur ) and ſet it directly upon FG ,
ſo that the middle of it may anſwer to the
point F : then compute an Angle of 40

De

grees equal to CD E , as FH I.

D3

7. From
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7. From F draw a right Line thro'ſ, till

it touches the Perpendicular G io K.

8. With a ſmall Scale meafure the height
of KG , and add the height of the Staff to
which the Aftrolabe is faitned , and the Sum
will give you the height of the Tower AB.

II. To meaſure a Vertical Height where you
cannot come at the bottom .

Let A B be the height to be meaſured ;
the foor inacceſſible,becauſe of a River which
hinders all approaches.
I. Draw a right Line upon the Ground,
on this fide of the River , as CD ; let it be
22 Foot long : ( Take notice, when you can
raiſe a right-angled Triangle upon this Line,
oppoſite to the height which you would
meaſure, it is much more convenient, other
wiſe the Operation is the ſame )
2. Set the Inſtrument upon C, ſo that by
the immovable rights you may ſee the point
D direaly, and by the two movable ones
you may ſee the point A beyond the River :
When this is done,compute the Angle CEF,
which may be of 90 Degrees.

30 See the Inſtrument upon

D,

the fixed rights may make one
DC ; by the

ſo that

Line with

two others you will ſee the

point A : this Angle ought to have 28 De
4. Draw
grees.
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4. Draw upon Paper a Line equal to that
( CD ) as GH of 22

drawn in the Field
Feet..

5. With the Reporter take an Angle at
H equal to theAngle CEF, viz. of ୨୦ De
grees,

as I H K , and lengthen the fide HK.

Afterwards upon the Point G take another
Angle of 28 Degrees, equal to

the Field

Angle DOP, as GLM ,and then lengthen
the ſide GM till it cuts the other H K , in N,
and this Point N will mark the foot of the
height A.
6. Having the diſtance from the Inſtru
ment to the foot of the Tower, it will be
an eaſie thing to work the reſt by the fore
going Problem .

III. To meaſure a Perpendicular Height, where
you can come at the bottom , with the ſhadow

of a Staff.

1.

Faſten a Staff a foot long perpendicu-.

larly into the ground , as A B , and meaſure
the Ahade by the Staff, 3 Foot for Inſtance,
2. With the lhade of the Staff, viz. 3 feet,
meaſure the Shade of the Houſe D Е, whoſe
height you would know , and as many feet
as the ſhade of the Houſe exceeds the ſhade
of the Staff, ſo many foot high will the
Houſe be : For Inſtance, if the ſhade of the
Houſe
D4
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Houſe be 24 times longer than that of the
Scaff, then we ought to ſay that the Houſe
is 24 Foot high.

Or, thus ,
1. Erect a Stick, divided into ao equal
Parts, Feet, or Inches, perpendicularly in the
ground , and at the ſame time meaſure the
Thade cauſed
Itance.

by

this Staff, 20 Foot for In

2. Meaſure alſo the ſhadow of the Houſe,
whoſe height you would know , for Inſtance
38 Feet..

3. By the Rule of Three ſay,

If the ſha

dow of 20 Foot gives a height of 10 Foot,
what will the ſhadow of 38 Foot give?
Anſw.

19 Foot.

IV. Tu meafure the Inclination of a Mountain.
Let the Inclination of the Mountain AB
be to be meaſured .
1. Draw from the Point A , which flands
for the foot of the Mountain, a right Line,
36 Foot long , as AC.
2. Set the Inſtrument upon the Point A ,
and look thro’ the two fixed ſights towards
the Point C, and thro ' the two inovable ones
towards the Point B , the top of the Moun
tain ; this Angle , for Inſtance, may be 110
Degrees.

3. Then
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3. Then ſet the Inſtrument upon C , and
look thro' the two fixed ſights upon the foot
A, and thro' the two other fixed ones upon
the top B : then compute this Angle, which

may be for Inſtance 40 Degrees.
4. Afterwards, draw a Line upon Paper,
36 Foot long, becauſe it ought to be equal
to the Line ĄC, as DE :
5. Then by the Reporter ſet upon D an
Angle equal to that of the Figure at A , viz.
110 Degrees, as DFG.
6. Upon the Point E , ſet another Angle
of 40 Degrees, equal to thatat C, as EHT.

2. Lengthen the ſides DF and EI, and
where theſe lengthened Lines interſect

one

another, as at K , draw from that Point to D
a right Line, which will repreſent the Incli
nation which was required ,

provided the

height of the Staff upon which the Aſtrolabe
was faſtned , be added .

V. To meaſure the vertical height of a Mour
*
tain .

This Problem muſt be wrought as the fore
going one, provided that you let fall a Per
pendicular from the Point K, which marks

1
the top of the Mountain , which muſt touch
the Line CD lengthned to L ; the Line K L
will repreſent the vertical height of theMoun
tain .
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VI. To meaſure the height of a Tower built
upon a Rock.

Let the height B D be to be meaſured.
1. Seek the inclining height of the Moun
tain by Prob. 4. and let the Triangle ABC
demonſtrate its Operation .

2. Make the Triangle HIK upon Paper
equal to the Triangle ABC.
3. Meaſure the Field -Angle CBD ,
Joſtance 38 Degrees.

for

4. Upon K , which repreſents the Point B,
and ſo by conſequence the top of the Moun
tain, raiſe a Perpendicular of
you pleaſe.
:

what length

5: With the Reporter raiſe upon the Point

I an Angle equal to the Angle of the Figure
ABCD , viz. IL M.

6. Lengthen the ſide IM till it touches
the Perpendicular raiſed upon K in N.
7. Meaſure the Linę NK, it will give you
the height of the Tower BD, if you add to
it the height of the Staff.

VII. To meaſure the deptb - of a Well.
1

1. Meafure its Diameter AB, 9 Foot for
Inſtance ; and find the Angle BCD of 90
Degrees.

2. Sec
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2. Set the Inſtrument ſo upon A , as that
by the two fixed fights you may ſee the
Point B , and by the two movable ones you
may ſee the bottom of the Pit E, and let
this Angle be 60 Degrees, as AHI
.
3. Draw a Line 9 Foot long upon Paper,

which ſhall repreſent the Diameter AB, as
FG.
4. From F let fall a Perpendicular which
may repreſent the depth B E.
5. Make an Angle at G equal to the An
gle AHI
, viz . of 60 Degrees, as G KL .

6. Lengthen the ſide ĞL, and where this
lengthened Line touches the Perpendicular E ,
as in M , meaſure from M to F, and you will
have the depth of the Well.

CHA

P.

II.

Of Meaſuring of Diſtances.

Eaſuringof Diſtances is a Science which
ing to meaſure the Diſtance of
Maarteaches
one place from another, in an open Field .

PRO
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PROBLEMS .
I. To meaſure the Diſtance of one place from
another, where they are both acceſſible.
Let the Diſtance from A to B, be to be
meaſured .

1. From A draw a right Line, what you
pleaſe,

and meaſure with a Chain or Scale ;

ſuppoſe 22 feet in length, as AC.
2. Set the Staff upon which the Aſtrolabe
is fixed, upon the Point A , fo as that by the
two fixed lights, you can only ſee directly
forward towards the Point C , and by the
two others the Point B : then count the Angle
ADE, ſuppoſe 90 Degrees.
3. Remove the Inſtrument upon C, and
look thro’ the fixed ſights towards A, and
thro' the movable ones towards B ;

then

compute this Angle CFG, ſuppoſe 22 De
grees.
4. Draw a Line upon Paper 22 feet long,
equal to the Line A C , as HI
.
5. With the Reporter upon the Point H
draw an Angle equal to the 'Angle ADE ,
that is to ſay , of 90 Degrees, as H KL : do
the ſame thing at I, where make another
Angle equal to the Angle CFG, i.e. of 22
Degrees, as I MN.

6. Lengthen
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6. Lengthen the ſides HK, IM , and from
the Point where theſe two lengthned Lines
interſect each other, as O, to the Point H,
meaſure the Diſtance, which ſhall be equal
to the length AB.

II. To meaſure the Diſtance of twoplaces,wbere
of one is inacceſible .

Let the Diſtance from

A

to B be that

which is required , and B inacceſſible , becauſe
of a River which hinders all approaches.
1. From
A draw a right Line 22 Feet
long, as AC.

2. Set your Inftrument upon A , and look
thro' the two fixed ſights upon the Point C ,
and thro ' the two movable ones ufon B :
then compute the Angle

A DE of 93 De

grees .
3. Carry the Inſtrument to C, and look
thro' the two fixed fights upon the Point A,
and thro’ the two others upon B , and then
compute the Angle CFG of 33 Degrees.
4. Draw upon Paper a Line equal to AC,
i . e. of 22 feet, as HI .
5. Upon H make an Angle equal to the
Angle of the Figure ADE, i.e. of,: 93 De
grees, as HKL : So alſo upon I make ano
ther Angle equal
IMN .

to the Angle CFG, as

6. Lengther

iſe

96

A N

ew
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6. Lengthen the ſides H K and IM, and
in the place where they interſect , as at O,
- let fall a Perpendicular upon H , which will
give you the Diſtance AB.

WI. To find the Diſtance of two places which
are both inacceſſible.

Let the Diſtance AB be to be meaſured .
1. Take a fixt Point G , from which draw
a right Line CD, which ſhall be 33
long .

Foot

2. Set the loftrumeot upon C, and look
thro' the two fixed fights upon the Point D,
and thro' the two others upon the Point A :
then compute the Aogle CHK for Inſtance
of 90 Degrees .
3. Leave the Inſtrument as it is, and re
move the movable ſights, till thro ' them you
may ſee the Point B, and then compute that
Angle, for Inſtance 36 Degrees, as CHI
4. Carry the Inſtrument to D , and fit it ſo,
as that thro' the fixed ſights you may ſee the
Point C, and chro ? the two other movable
ones the Point B : then compute this Angle,
which inay be of 100 Degrees, as DEG.
5 . Leave the Inſtrument as it is, and turn .

the movable (ights till youmay ſee the Point
A thro' chem ; then compute that Angle, of
30 Degrees, as DEF.
6. After

.
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6. Afterwards draw a Line of 33 foot
upon Paper, to repreſent the Line CD , as
LM.
7. With the Reporter fet two Angles at L ,
one of 90 degrees, and the other of 36 de
grees, ſo that thefirſt LNO may repreſent
the Angle CHK, and the other LNP the
Angle CHI
.
8. Lengtisën the ſides L'O and LP.

9.

Add two Angles to the other Point N ,

one of 100 degrees, asMQ R , to repreſent
the Angle of the Figure DEG, and the on
ther of 30 degrees, as MOS, to repreſent
the Angle DEF.
10. Lengthen the ſides MR , MS, and
obſerve where theſe two lengthened Lines
touch the two firſt, as át TV. For this die
ſtance TV will give you the diſtance AB ,
which was required .

IV . To meaſure the breadth of a River with

a Staff.

1. Fix a Staff perpendicularly

upon the

bank of a River, as A.
2. Cleave it at the end, and faſten a croſs
1
ſtaff into the cleft, as B C.
3. Stand behind the ſmall croſs -ſtaff BC
and uſe it as you would the ſights of an A
ftroſabe, i. e . move it downwards, till from
BC
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BC you can ſee the other ſide of the River

-1

at PA .
Afterwards letting the ſmall Staff ſtand
as it is, turn the large one perpendicularly ,
till from B C you can ſee the whole length
of the Bank : Then ſtand behind B , and ob
ſerve the laſt place where from C

you can

ſee the Bank on the other ſide, as at E.

5 . Meaſure the diſtance E A , it will give
you the breadth of the River AD.

V. To deſcribe a Figure taken from the Field

upon Paper.

Let the Figure to be deſcribed be ABCDE.
1. Set the Staff to which the Aſtrolabe
is fixed , upon the Point E, and

look upon

the Point D thro' the fixed ſights, and thro '

2

the two

movable ones upon the Point

A.

Then compute this ſingle Angle E AD , 60
degrees for Inſtance.
2. Meaſure the Line A E of 23 feet.
3. Meaſure another Line ED of 24 feet.

4

Ser the Inſtrument upon D, and look

towards C with the fixed fights , and withi
the movable ones towards E : Then compute
this Angle, of 70 degrees for Inſtance , as
DEC.
5. Let the ſide DC be of 28 feet.
6. Seek
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6. Seek the Angle Cdb after the afore
faid manner , and let it have 50 degrees.
7. Meaſure the Linę CB, for Inſtance, of
13 feet.
8. The ſide B A will be found of it ſelf.

When this is done in the Field , then
1. Draw a Line upon Paper 23 foot long,
to repreſent the Figure A E, as KF.
2. With a Reporter makc at the Point F
an Angle equal to the Angle of the Figure
Eda , i.e. of 60 degrees, as Fkg .“
3. Lengthen the ſide of this Angle Fg,
and add its length to it, i. e. 24 feet, as FG.
4. Upon G make an Angle equal to that
of the Figure Dec, i.e.of 70 degrées,as Gfh.
5.
DC,
.
. 6.
equal

Lengthen the ſide G hand add the ſide
i. e . of 28 feet, as GH .

Upon the Point H ſet another Angle
to that of the Figure Cdb , of 50 de

grees, as Hgi.
7 : Lengthen the fide Hi, and add 13 feet
to it , as HI, which may repreſent the ſide
CB .

8. Joyn IK together by a right Line ',
which will give the laſt ſide of the Figure
BA, and which at the ſame time will entire :
ly repreſent the given Figure upon Paper.

E

VI. TO
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VI . To deſcribe upon Paper'a Figure taken from
the Field, which is inacceſſible.

Let the Figure ABC be to be deſcribed
upon Paper from the Point D.
1. From D draw a right Line DE 32 foot
?
long
2. Set the Inſtrument upon D , and look
thro’ the fixed lights towards E , and thro’
the two moveable ones towards A : Then
compute the Angle Dfg, of 105 degrees.
3. Leave the inſtrument as it is, and re
move the moveable ſights till you can ſee
the Point B, and compute the Angle Dgh
of go degrees.
Leave the Inſtrument ſtill as it is ; look
4.
thro’ the moveable rights towards the Point
C, and compute the Angle Dgi of 60 de
grees.
5. Set the Inſtrument upon E , and look
thro' the fixed fights towards the Point D,
and thiro' the moveable ones towards A , and
compute the Angle Ek I, for Inſtance of 50

degrees .
6. Leave the Toſtrument as it is; and look
thro? the moveable rights towards B , and
compute-tbis Angle Ek m of 90 degrces. i
7. Look thro’ the ſame ſights towards the

Point C, and then compute the Angle Ek n,
This
for Instance of 90 degrees .
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This beiog done in the Field , then

i . Draw a Line of 32 feet upon Paper,
as OP, equal to the Line D E.
2. Take ao Angle of 105 degrees at O,
as Oqr ,

which may

of the Figure Dfg,
Oq.

repreſent the Angle

and lengthen the ſide

3. Leave the Reporter as it is, and com
pute another Angle of 90 degrees, as Ors ,
to repreſent the Angle Dgh, and lengthen
the ſide o s:

4.
Ort,

Seek

the

laſt Angle

of 60 degrees

which may reprefent the Angle of

the Figure Dgi, and lengthen the ſide Ot.
5. Set the Reporter upon the Point P,
and compute an Angle of 50 degrees, to
repreſent the Angle Ekl, as Pab ; lengthen
the ſide Pb till it meets with the ſide og
in C : for this point of Interſection will mark
the Point A.
6. Leave the Reporter as it is, and com
puce another Angle of 70 degrees,
may repreſent the Angle Ekm ,

which

as Pad ;.

lengthen the ſide Pd till it cuts the length
ned Line Os in E, which Point will mark
the Point B in the Figure.
E 2

7. Com
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7. Compute another Angle of 90 degrees

equal to the Angle Ekoi as Paf ;lengthien the
ſide Pf till it meets with the lengthned Line
Ot in G, which anſwers to the point C in
the Field -figure.
8: Joyn CE, EG , and GC together, and
you ſhall have your Figure ABC repreſent
ed upon Paper."! bis

CHAP.IN.
Of meaſuring of Plains.

M

Eaſuring of Plains is a Science which
teacheth us to meaſure all ſorts of Sur

faces of Things,
Area's.

which Geometricians call

PROBLEMS .
1. To meaſure the Area

of a

right-angled

Triangle A B C.
1. Meaſure the Line AB, 12 foot long
for the Bafe .
2. Meaſure 'the Perpendicular 'BC, of 8
foot.

3. Multiply the half of the Bafe upon the
whole perpendicular, or the half of the per
pendicular upon the whole Baſe, and the Sum ,

( 48
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(48 foot) will be the Area of the Triangle
which was deſired .

II. To meaſure the Area of an Oblique- angled
stole
Triangle DEF.

1.

Let fall a perpendicular from F to its

oppoſite ſide DE, which may divide the Tri
angle into 2 right -angled Triangles, DGF,
and FGE .
22. Meaſure theſe two.

Triangles by the

foregoing Problem ; i. e. multiply the whole
Baſe DG and GE, by the half of the Perpen
dicular F G, or the whole Perpendicular by
the half of the Baſe D G and GE.
Thus for inſtance : Let the Baſe DG be
12 foot, and the Perpendicular FG 10
Take the half of the Perpendicular,¿.e. 5 feet,
and multiply it by the Baſe of 12 feet, and
the ſum will be 60 feet, which gives the A
rea of the Triangle DEG.
3. Let the Bale G E of the Triangle FGE
be ſix feet, and the Perpendicular F G ſtands
as it did , i.e. to feet.

Multiply 5 by 6 , or

or 3: by 10 ; the ſum will be 30 feet, which
will give the Area of the Triangle. Then add
30 to 60, the ſum 90 will be the number of
feet in the whole Area of the given Triangle
D - EF,

Lite

فرمایا ۔
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If one of theLinestobe multiplied

has only fathoms, and the other fathoms and
feet; when you multiply, inſtead of a fa
thom take 6 foot. For inſtance : if you are to
multiply 7 fathoms by 8 fathoms and 4 feet,
inſtead of the firſt ſuin (ſeven fathoms) you
muſt put 6 fathoms and 6 feet, becauſe theſe

6 feet makebut ene fathom:

For fince there

are no feet 'expreſſed , you cannot any others
wiſe multiply the feet of the ſecond ſum ;
So the number will be 48 fathoms, and 24
feet : for 6 into 8 gives 48 :- and 6 into 4
gives 24:
Selt.2. Ifone of theſe lines has only fathoms,
and the other has fathoms, finches , and feet ;
for inſtance, if you are to multiply. 6 fathoms
by. 8 fathoms
, 4 feet, and 6 inches, this is the
Method you are to take :
I. Bring theſe 8 fathoms,
inches, into one Line.
2. Inſtead of 6

4 feet, and 6

fathoms, take 5 fathoms

and 6 feet ; and put the firſt cypher s under
8 , becauſe they both mark fathoms : take
one out of the ſecond cypher 6 , fo

as that

there may be but 5 feet to put under the
feet of the firſt ſum : divide the foot which
you

ſubſtracted into 12 inches, for 12 inches
are

55
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then let the inches un

are equal to a foot :

der the 6 inches of the firſt ſum .
Se& . 3. Reduce the feet into fathoms, di
viding by 6 ; dividę alſo the inches by 12 ,
and it will give you the feet : for inſtance,
72 inches gives 6 feet, and 20 feet give 3 fa
thoms and 2 feet.

9

III. To meaſure the

Area of an equilateral

right-angled Square A BCID .

La

Multiply one ſide by the other : AB for
inſtance of 12 feet, by BC of 12 feet : be
cauſe the ſides are equal : the product 144
feet will give you the Area which is ſought
for.

IV. To meaſure the Area of a Parallelogram
ABCD.
Multiply the ſhorteſt ſide BC of fix foot,
A B : of 12 foot : the

by the longeſt ſide

product 73, foot will give you the Area of
the Parallelogram which was required.
T
V.

gul:

%

on

avec

To find the Area of a Rbomb, ABCD.

1. 1. Let fall a Perpendicular from
Line DC, as A E
: 100

DE

A to the
We

10

2. Let

56.
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-- 2. Let fall another Perpendicular from B ,
equal to A E , asBF ; and joyn CF together,
So that inſtead of a Rhomb you have a Pa
rallelogram ABEF : ( lien work by the fore
going Problem . See Prob? 28. Book. f.
Cap. 2 .
115
391074 initiis
Scan

VI . To find the Area of a Rhomboid ABCD .
panel
misinting is in die
1. Let fall a Perpendicular from A to the
oppoſite Line DC, as AF.

2. Let fäll another from B , equal to AF ,
as B E.
3. Joyn GE together, and inſtead of the
Rhomboid' ABOD you have a

Parallelo

gram ABEF : You will find its Area by the
1ourth Problem of this Chapter.'
lisens
VII. To find the Area of any unequilateral

Quadrangle.

Let the given Quadrangle be ABCD .
1. Divide this Quadrangle into two Tri
angles A BD , and CDB.
2. Divide each of theſe Triangles into
two right -angled ones,as ABE, BCE, A DF,
DEC.
3. When you have thefe 4 right-angled
Triangles, ſearch their Area's by the two
firſt Problems of this Chapter :

then joyn
the
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the Sum of all theſe Triangles together, and
it will give the Area which is required.
Si ou le lor
VILI. To find the Area of any regular Polygon.

Let the regular Pentagon demanded be
ABCDE.

Meaſure one ſide of the

1.

Polygon as

AB, for inſtance, 6 fathoms: multiply this
number by the number of the ſides of the
Polygon , as hereby 5 , becauſe this Polygon
has but 5 ſides : the product of this multi
plication will give you the length of all the
ſides.
2. Let fall a Perpendicular from any ſide
to F the Center of the Polygon, as FG :

then meaſure this Line, 5. fathoms for in
ſtance .
is & 151973970: &
3. Multiply the ſum of all the ſides, by
the half of the Perpendicular :

the product

will give the Area which is required.

IX.

To find the

gon

Area of any irregular Poly
the wings
91
cia
na

A BC D E. On

1. Divide the whole Figure into right an
gled Triangles ; as this irregular Pentagon
ABCDE into A BG , BOG, ADH ,
CDH , A E {F, and D E F

isang or
2. When
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2. When you have only right angled Trie
angles, work by the first Problem of this ,
Chapter ; the ſum of all the Triangles

re

duced to one, gives the Area which is fought
for.

J

9]

X. To find the Area of a Circle.
ini
Reduce this. Circle to a right angled Trin
. Chap. 2 .. and
Book 11.
angle , by Prob. RI. Book

then ſeek the Area by the Rules of the firſt
Problem of thisChapter,
}
XI . To find the Area of an Oval Figure.

1. Divide the propoſed Figure into four
equal parts, as A B CD , ſo as that the line
A B may make one Diameter, and C D ano
ther.
2. Seek for a mean proportional between
theſe two Diameters, which you may thus
find :
- Şet the Diameter A B upon a long line,
and upon the ſame line from the point B ,
ſet the other Diameter C D , as BC ; then
take the half of the diſtance between Ą and
f , and carry it on to B , as E B ; this ſhall
be a mean proportional ; then divide E B
into two equal parts, as E F, F B ; then draw
13:17

?
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a Circle from the point F thro* the point E
B , which ſhall be equal to the given Oval
Figure.
3. Haviog this Circle , find its Avea, by the

foregoing Problemy á e. raiſe a Perpendicu+
lar upon B, one extreat point of the Dia .
mteter, which ſhall have thrice the length of
the Diameter E B, and a ſeventh part over,
as BG
4. Joyn F theCenter of the Circle to the
point G

by a right line,

which will give a

right

angled Triangle equal to the given
Circle ; its Àrea may be found by the Rules
of the first Problem of this Chapter.

[ This Triangle wbich be fays is oqual to
the Area of the Circleus nob expreffed in the
Scheme.]

tili s3 of ince
2011a

XH . To meafare the Surface of any Equilate
ral Pyramid.

1. Let A B C D be an equilateral Square,
wttich Thall be the Bate of the Pyramid gi.
ven .
Ch 09
17

1. Find the Area of this Baſe by Prab.sz.
of this Chapter, of 48 foot. Szer ?
2. Multiply one of its ſides, as A B , by
the height of the Pyramid EF, that is!12 by
28, whoſe product will be 336 feet.ne.
DE TOW ! 3. Multiply
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3. Multiply 336 by 4 , the number of the
ſides of this Pyrainid, and the product will
be 1344 feet.
9 : 4 . To this ſum add the Area of the Baſe,
48 feet, and you will haye the total ſum of

the Area

of the Pyramid propoſed , vix,

1392 feet. Indieron !!
00CcEvo
,
XI .

Sistin
: I
:
1

To find the Convex Surface of a right

priliked Cylinder.23 32
$ 0

km

mi
. Set the height of the Cylinder BD
VOH ! ")
Set upon the ſame line, beginning at

upon a long line.
2.

the pointD, the Diameter of the Baſe of the
Cylinder marked CD , asDENO
3. Divide the line
parts, B F , EF.

E B into two requal

-34. With the diſtance F D draw a Circle,
which ſhall contain the Convex Surface of
the given Cylinder: this you may find by
Prob. 21. Chap. 2.1 of the firſt Book , which
teaches you to make a right angled

Tri

angle equal to a given Circle ; when you
have this (Triangle,find its Area by Prob. 1 .
of this Chapter.
cute
to
15. When you have the Area of this right
angled Triangle , which repreſents the Con
vex Surface of the Cylinder, then find the
Arpal of the two Baſes of the Cylinder by
Prob .
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Prob. 1. Iof this Chapter : Add the ſum of
the two Báſes to the Area of that Triangle
which gives you the Convex Surface of the
Cylinder, without counting the Bafes, and
you will have the general ſum of the whole
Surface of the Cylinder, with both its Baſes.
See Archimèdes de Sphærå 6 Cylindro, lib.i.
Prop. XIII .

XIV . To find the Convex Surface of a regu
lar Cone. ? ! "
3
3. Let the given Cone be ABD , and its dia
meter AD .
3
1. Set the height of the Cone D B upon
a right line.
2. Set its ſemi-diameter

C

D

upon the

fame line, as D E.
3. Divide E B into two equal parts, E F,
FB.

4. Take the diſtance F D, and make à
circle ,

as large as the Cone without the

Baſe.
5. Reduce this circle to a right angled
Triangle by Prob . 21. Chap. 2. of the firſt
Book , and find its Area by Prob. I. of this
Chapter.
6. By the

two forementioned Problems

ſeek the area of the baſe of your Cone, and
add this fum to the former ; the ſum total
will

62
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iwill give

the whole furface of the given
Cone. See Archimed . Lib.cit . Prop. XIV.
In
1
:0
g

XV . To meaſure the Convex Surface of a
Globe.
19
I. Meature
feet.

the diameter A B, of aire

2. Find the circumference of the circle,
whereof that is the diameter , which is always
thrice as long, and a third part over.
3. Multiply the diameter by the circum

ference ; the product will give you the re
quired ſurface of the given Globe.

XVI. To find the Area of any Trapezium ,
as ABCD .

You muſt work by the Rules of Problem
7. of this Chapter

XVII. To find the Area of the Baſe ofa round
Tower, where you can only come at one part.

1 , Meaſure the fine A B , of fourteen fa
thorns,and from its middle point draw a per
pendicular to the arch , as DC, of four fa
thoms.
2. Multiply the diſtance A D by the re
mainder DB ; i. e . 7 by 7 , then divide by
4
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4 the number of the perpendicular DO.C.1
3 . Add to this the length of the perpendi

cular, i.e. four fathoms,and it will give you
the length of the diameter, to compleat'the
baſe. .1
4 : When you have found the baſe, feek
for a right angled Triangle, equal to it, by
Prob.21. Chap.2 . Book t ; afterwards you
mayfind the area of that Triangle by Prob .
1. of this Chapter

CHAP :

IV . 103

Of Meaſuring of Solids.

ſhews how
one is is
M Ethering
of Solids
Solidi
toaScience
find the which
ty of Bodies : Solidity is Magnitude with
Breadth, Length , and Thicknelš.
CS

..

PROBLEMS .

1. To find the Solidity of a Parallelepiped.

1. Meaſure the height, length and breadth
of the Parallelepiped .
2: Multiply the breadth A D , of two
feet, by the length A B , of four feet, and
the

64
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the ſum will give you the area of the Baſe.

3. Multiply the number of this Area by
the height of the Parallelepiped, which here
ſhall be eight feet ; and the product from
thence will ſhew you the Solidity required,
of fixty four feet.

I. To find the Solidity of a Priſm .
1. Find the Area of the Baſe

A B C , by

Prob . 2. Chap. 3. Book 2. of ſix feet.
2. Meaſure the height CF, here of nine
feet.
3. Multiply the Baſę by its height , i . e .
6 by 9 , and the productº 54 will give the
Solidity required .

ho
III. To find the Solidity of a Cylinder.

1. Find the Area of the Baſe by Prob. 21 :
Book 1. Chap. 2. and by Prob . I. Chap: 3.
Book 2. for inſtance five feet.
2. Find the height of the Cylinder A B ,
here of nine feet.
3. Multiply the Area upon

the height,

i.e. 5 by 9, and the ſum 45 will give the so
lidity required .

IV. To
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IV . To find the
Cones.

65

Solidity of Pyramids and

1. Meaſure their height FE and A
inſtance, of twelve feet.

B , for

2. Find the Area of their Baſes ; that of
the given Pyramid by Prob. 6. Chap. 3.
Book 2. of ſixteen feet , and that of the
Cone by Prob. 10. Chap. 3. Book 2. of fix
teen feer.

3. Multiply the entire height by the third
part of the Baſe ;

i . e . twelve feet by five

feet four inches ; or the whole Bafe by the
third part of the height, i . e. fixteen feet by
four feet ; the ſum fixty four will give the
Solidity of the Pyramid and the Cone ; for
this is equal to the given Pyramid : and be
cauſe

we are to find its Solidity , that alſo

will be equal to the Solidity of the ſame Pya
ramid .

V. To find the Solidity of a Globe.
1. Multiply the Semi-diametér A B by
the

Surface of the Globe, which you ſhall

find by Problem 15.
ter .

of the foregoing Chapa

2. Divide this ſum by 3 , and thc: Quo
F
tient
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tient will give you the required Solidity :
for inftance , let the Semi-diameter be 28 .
feet, and

the Convex Surface

9856 feet ;

multiply this by 28 , and the product will
be

275968 ;

Quotient

divide that by

3,

and your

91989 ; will give you the num

ber of feet which make up the
tbis Globe.

Solidity of

VI. To find the Solidity of a Tetraëdrum .
Since a

Tetraëdrum is nothing elſe but a

triangular equilateral Pyramid , its Solidity
inuft be fought by Prob. 4 of this Chapter ;
ivé. by multiplying the Baſe by a third
part ofthe beight, or the height by a third
part of the Bafe ; the product will fhew the
Solidity which is required . :!!!.
Cinta
KH.

To find the Solidity of an Ołtaëdrum.

Since an

Octaedrum is made up of two

Pyramids which have one common Baſe , ie.
an equilateral right angled Square.
" 1. Find the Solidity of one of theſe Pyra
mids by Prob. 4. of this Chapter , for in
fiance of fixteen: fect.
2. Multiply theſe 16 feet by 2 , the pro
did will givethe required Solidity of 32 feet.
VIII. To
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To find the Solidity of a Dodecaëdrum .

If one draws from the Center of a Dodes
caëdrum a right line to every angular point,
one may from twelve equal Pyramids, eve
ry one whereof will have a regular Benta
gon for its Baſe ; upon which account
1. Find theSolidity of one of thefe twelve
Pyramids
, by the ſame 4th Problem , and let
it be for inſtance of twelve feet.
2. Multiply theſe twelve feet by the
the number of the Pyramids , À f . 12
the product 144 gives the requir'd Solidi
.
tý .

EX . To find out
drum .

the Solidity of an Eco fáče
anti

This being formed of twenty equal Te
traëdra,

if one draws right Lines from

its

Center to every angular Point, ore muſt,
1. Find the Solidity of one of theſe Te.
traëdra by the ſame fourth Problem ,
ſtance of 8 Feet .

for in

2. Multiply & by 20, the number of the
Tetraedra ; and the product 160 will thew
the number of the ſolid feet in the given
Icofaëdrum .

X. To
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X.

To find the Solidity of a Cube.

By the third and fourth Problems of the
foregoing Chapter, multiply the Area of the
Bafe by the length ,

and the product gives

the Solidity:

XI. To find the Solidity of a folid Rhomb, and
10 Rhomboid.

Find the Area of the Bafe of a Rhomb by
Prob. 5. of the foregoing Chapter, and the
Area of the Baſe of the Rhomboid by Prob.
6.

of the ſame: when they are found, mul

tiply them by their reſpective lengths, as
was directed in the foregoing Problem , and
the product gives the Solidity required.

XII.

To find the Solidity of a Wall, Rampart,

2 Curtain , & c .
۔

:

This is done by Problem 1. of this Chap
ter,

'  ܠ " ܀:: ' ,_
CHA P.
hos ::

S713

913
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Of Meaſuring
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V.

Concave Bodies.

Eaſuring Concave Bodies is a Science
M

which teaclies us to find their capaci,

ty that ſo we may know how much they
contain: Cylindro -metrical Bodies have need
of a Cylindro -metrical Scale : and Cubo-me
trical Bodies have need of a Cubo -metrical
Scale : So that theſe two Scales are made
uſe of in the meaſuring of Concave Bodies.

PROBLEMS.

I

1. Tofind the Capacityof aConcave Parallele
'piped.

By which'I underſtand all ſquare Bodies ;
as Chambers, Granaries , Cellars , Towers,
Pits, & c. So that if one would know how
much they contain , be muſt,
1. With his Cubo-inetrical Scale meaſure,
the height , length, and depth.

2. Multiply, the length by the breadtli,
and their product by the height.
3. Examine how many meaſures the whole

F

3

ſum
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ſum takes up upon the Scale, and ſo the requi
red Capacity may be found.

II . To find the capacity of a

Ditch .

1. Meaſure its breadth at the top , AF,
15 Fathoms and 1 foot,
2. Meaſure its breadth at the bottom CD

Il fathoms

feet.

,
1 3. Meaſure its depth CG, 9 fathoms
4. Meaſure its length, 496 fathoms.
5. Add the 2 breadths together, and mul

tiply the half of the ſum by the length of the
Ditch , there will be 6438 fathoms.
6. Multiply theſe 6438 fathoms by the
depth 9 fathoms
, and the product will be
57942 fathoms, or 347652. feet, which gives
the Capacity requir’d .

ȚII.

To find the Capacity of Columns,
and other Priſms.

Towers,

ow . With a Cubo -metrical Scale meaſure
the height of the Priſm .
2. Find the Area of the Baſe.

3 . Multiply that number by the height,
and you will find the Capacity.

IV . Ta

71
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V. To find the Capacity of any regular Pya?
ramid .

I. Meaſure the Area of the Bafe with a
Cubo - inetrical Scale.
2. Meaſure the height likewiſe, the ſame
way .
3. Multiply the height upon the Area of
the Baſe.
4. Divide the Product by 3., and the
Quotient will give you the Capacity. :

V.

To find the Capacity of a Cone .

I. Meaſure the Area of the Baſe with a
Gubo-metrick, or Cylindro-metrick Scale. si

2. Multiply this number by the third of
the height.
3.

Divide ithe Product by

3 ,

and the

Quotient will give you its Capacity .

VI, To find the Capacity of a Cylinder,
1. With a Cylindro -metrical Scale find the
Area of its Bafe.
2. Multiply that by the height
Cylinder ; the Quotient gives its

of the
Capaci

ty..

F4

VII. To

7?
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VII. To find the Capacity of a Cylinder whoje
Baſes are unequal.

· 1. Find the Area of each Baſe by the Cy
lindro -metrick Scale.
2. Add the ſumstogether, and multiply
its height by the half of that ſum ; the Quo
tient will give its Capacity.

VNI. To find the Capacity of a Barrel whoſe
Heads are equal.

We muſt take

notice that the Rod by

Veſſel is to be gauged, is marked
with different meaſures ,and ſo one ſide of

which a

the Gauging.Rod is for the length of a Bar
rel, and the other for the depth : In anſwer
therefore to the Queſtion propos'd,

1. Meaſure the Area of the bottom AB.
2. Meaſure the thickneſs with the Gaug ,
ing-Rod, and by that take the Surface of the
Belly of the Barrel.
3. Add theſe two ſums together, and mul
tiply the half by the length of the Vef
fel , ſo the Produd gives you its. Capaci

IX. TO
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IX . To find the Capacity of a Barrel whoſe

Headsare,unequal,
1. Meaſure the Diameter of the Head A,
and by this known Diameter, meaſure its
Surface.
2. Meaſure the other Diameter EF, and
thereby find the Area of that Head.

3. Add theſe two fums together .
4. Find the depth of the Barrel C D , by
which you find the Surface of its Circumfe .
rence ; by Prob. 22.Chap-2. Book 1. and by
Prob . ro . Chap . 3 : Book 2 .
5 . Add the ſum of this Surface to the ſum
of the two Heads; then multiply the half of
all theſe

added

together, by the length of

the Barrel : this will give you the Capa
city.

.
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VI.

ST
Of Tranſmutatior.

)

5

Ranfmutation is a Science which tea
chesus to encreaſe or diminif any

T

Figures , 1 or to give them another
form . We ought to take notice, that what

given

is here laid of Figures, may alſo be undera
ftood of Bodies, when one would give them
another ſhape which they had not before :
But ſincewe produ'd
ſomewhat ofthis matter
to Chap. 2. Book . I. from Prob . 21. to the
end

of

the Chapter, we

only treat
dies.

of

ſhall at prefent

the Tranlmutation

of Bo

PROBLEMS .
1. To turn a Cylinder into a Parallelepiped of
the ſame height.
1. Inſtead of the Baſe of the Cylinder C
B A ,make a Square ABCD , by Prob. 23 .
Chap. 1. Book 1.
2. Raiſe
upon ABCD four Perpendicu ,
fars of the height of A B , which may repre

feng
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ſent the height of the Cylinder,
G H.S. ) i oti hiyo

as E F

3. Joyn EF, EH, FG, and G H toge
ther by right lies

and you have the Pa

rallelepiped.

II. To turn a Cone into aPyramid of the fame
2:10
"height.
W1371 20:
6.1. Make a Triangle, Square , Pentagon ,
or what other Polygon you pleaſe, equal to
the Baſe of the Cone CBD, and let it be
the Bafe of a Pyramid ,as ABCD.
2. Raife from the middle of the Baſe F a

Perpendicular, of the height of the Conę
BA, as F E ; then draw from A BC D lines
to thepoint, and the Pyramid is made.

III: To turn a Parallelepiped into a Cylinder.

Make a Circle equal to the Baſe of the Pa .
rallelepiped, and raiſe this Circle to be as
high as the Parallelepiped, and the work iş
done.

IV . Ta

/

76
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IV . To turn a Pyramid into a Cone.
Dj HO

1

:

- 1. Make a Circlé equal to the Baſe of the
Pyramid .
2. Raiſe upon its Center a Perpendicular
as high as the Pyramid , as B.A.
3. Draw the extremities of the Diameter
CĎ together till they meet at the top of
the Perpendicular- A ,and the Cone will be
finiſhed .
67

V. To turn a Priſm or.a Cylinder into a Pyo
ramid or ia Cone of the ſaine beight, or the
contrary.

1. Enlarge the Baſe of the Cylinder three
times as much as it is, by Prob . 1. Chap. 2.
Book 1.

2. Upon its Center raiſe a Perpendicular
as high as the Cylinder, and draw the ex
tremities of the Diameter together to the
top of the Perpendicular , and the Pyramid
will be made : In like manner you may turn
a Cylinder or a Priſm into a Cone : On the
contrary , when you would make a Priſm
or

a Cylinder equal to a Pyramid

or a

Cone, you muſt make the Baſe of the Py :
ramid or of the Cone three times leſs, and
then

7
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then upon this Baſe erect a Cone or Pyra
mid of the height of the Priſm or Cylinder
given.

.
VI . To make à Cube equal ta 'a 'Parallepiped.

1. If the Bale of

the Parallelepiped be

ſquare, find a mean

proportional between

its

height and one ſide of the Baſe ; this
proportional will be the true mea

mean

ſure of the Cube required.

Conti

2. If the Bale be only a Parallelogram ,
turn it into a Square by Prob. 25. Chap. 2 .
Book 1. then go on as at firſt,
work will be done.

and your

Desi
VII. To make a Cube equal to a Cylinder

given .

1. Make a Parallelepiped equal to O
a Cy
by Problem r . of this Chap

linder given
ter.

120 Afterwards make a Cube equalto that
Parallelepiped, by the precedent Problem ,
and you have the Cube deſired.

VIII. To
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VIII. To make a Cube equal to al gider Cone!

1. Make a Parallelepiped equal to a gi
ven
ter .

Cone, by Problem sa of this Chap

2. Afterwards make a Cube equal to that
Parallelepiped by Problem 6. of this Chap
ter .

IX . To make a Cabe equal to a Pyramid.

This Problem

muft be wrought like the

laſt foregoing.. STO
:
(

! ....

X. To make a Cone equal to a Globe .
sh

1. Take one of the great Circles of your
Globe, and make it four times bigger, by
Prob . 11. Book 1. Chap . 2.
2. Raife a Cone upon this Bafe as high
as the Semi-diameter of the Globe A B.
3. The Cone C D E will be equal to the
Globe ABDE

XI. To

A New Treatiſe of Geometry.
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XI. To make a Cube equal to a given Globe.

1. Make a Cone equal to a Globe, by the
foregoing Problem .
2. Make a Parallelepiped equal
Cone, by Prob . 5. of this Chapter.

to this

3. Laſtly , make a Cube equal to this Pa
rallelepiped, by Prob.6. of the ſame Cha
pter.

Here we conclude our Treatiſe of Geome
try , being perſwaded , that the things which
we have ſaid, will beenough for thole who
would make any Progreſs in Fortification .
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